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Review of de Lafuente et al.

Neurons in many regions of the brain encode variables that provide information about the choice a decision-maker is about to make. For instance, during perceptual decisions, neurons in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP), the frontal eye fields, the superior colliculus, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the monkey encode the amount of sensory evidence accumulated in support of a saccadic eye movement to one of two targets shown on a screen (Gold and Shadlen, 2007). Decision scientists have long speculated about the nature of the decision-related activity in these brain regions. These circuits may constitute a general cognitive, amodal decision network that computes a decision before it is passed on to motor circuitry for execution (Gottlieb and Balan, 2010). Alternatively, decisions may evolve in specific circuits depending on the effector used to communicate the decision (Cui and Andersen, 2007). The specialization of a particular circuit for a particular effector may increase the speed and accuracy of decisions such as where to look, where to head, or which item to reach for.

In their recent article published in The Journal of Neuroscience, de Lafuente et al. (2015) contribute to this debate by investigating the neuronal correlates of developing decisions in distinct effector contexts. Monkeys chose one of two visual targets based on the quality of sensory evidence in a perceptual stimulus. Crucially, animals communicated their decision using one of two instructed actions—an eye movement (saccade) or an arm movement (reach). The use of two distinct response actions allowed the authors to distinguish whether a developing decision in a particular brain region was specific to a particular action, or whether it was generic, independent of which action was to be performed. The authors recorded discharge activity of neurons in the lateral bank (LIP) and the medial bank (MIP) of the intraparietal sulcus in posterior parietal cortex while the monkeys performed the task. Based on previous studies in which animals were instructed to make a saccade or a reach to a visual target, one would expect decisions communicated using a saccade to modulate LIP activity more strongly than decisions communicated using a reach (Snyder et al., 1997; Dickinson et al., 2003; Cui and Andersen, 2007). In contrast, based on previous studies, one would expect neurons in the posterior part of MIP (the parietal reach region (PRR)) to show the opposite tendency (Snyder et al., 1997; Calton et al., 2002; Cui and Andersen, 2007).

de Lafuente et al. (2015) found that the discharge rate of neurons in both LIP and MIP was correlated with the amount of evidence accumulated over time to support a particular choice (de Lafuente et al., 2015, their Fig. 8). The effects closely reproduced those previously observed in LIP using saccade tasks (Gold and Shadlen, 2007). In particular, activity was modulated by the animals’ choice, i.e., whether an animal was going to choose a target placed in the neuronal response field or the opposite target. Furthermore and importantly, activity was modulated by the amount of decision evidence in the stimulus in support of choosing a particular target. Crucially, the decision-related modulation in MIP was modulated by the animals’ choice and by the sensory evidence much more strongly during choices made using reaches than for choices made with saccades. This finding suggests that decisions in MIP specifically evolve in the context of an upcoming reach movement.

Unexpectedly, however, stronger choice-related modulations during reach choices were also observed in LIP (de Lafuente et al., 2015, their Fig. 8c). A similar observation is made when the saccade and reach responses were compared in an instructed delay task that the authors used to decide which neurons to record in the main task (Fig. 1). The generally enhanced representation of reach movements raises the question of whether the two kinds of responses in this study were comparable at the behavioral level. For instance, plans to make a reach might have formed earlier than plans to make a saccade (de Lafuente et al., 2015, their Fig. 6b), which could...
have resulted in an activation advantage for reaches.

Using the same instructed delay task, previous studies found that plans to make a saccade activate LIP neurons at least as strongly as plans to make a reach (Snyder et al., 1997; Dickinson et al., 2003; Cui and Andersen, 2007). In a marked contrast, the present study shows a much higher activity in LIP for reach trials compared with reach choices. This is possible that following this training, animals still form a partial plan to make a saccade to the target. A simultaneous recruitment of both saccade and reachesensitive neurons in LIP may then amplify LIP activity during such partially dissociated reaches. Second, it is possible that the present study used different criteria for selecting which neurons to record from compared with previous studies. This is supported by the observation (Fig. 1) that the average response to the target onset in this study is >100 spikes/s, which is much higher than found in previous studies (Snyder et al., 1997; Dickinson et al., 2003; Cui and Andersen, 2007). Third, it is possible that a portion of the cells included in the present study in the LIP pool were in fact recorded from MIP. A mislabeling of this sort can occur because the lateral (LIP) and medial (MIP) banks of the IPS are in close proximity (e.g., de Lafuente et al., 2015, their Fig. 3c, bottom). Therefore, a clear anatomical delineation is difficult to ascertain. To overcome this difficulty, researchers typically supplement the anatomical information with responses of parietal neurons in the above-mentioned instructed delay task before collecting data in a main task. This approach was taken here. Nonetheless, the authors performed this mapping task only on a subset (99/148) of the neurons. This inconsistent functional mapping amplifies the question of a proper attribution of neurons into a particular area. Because MIP neurons are strongly reach-selective, including just a proportion of MIP cells in the LIP pool could fundamentally affect the LIP result.

Regardless of the LIP discrepancies, de Lafuente et al.’s (2015) study contributes to the field in two important ways. First, the study identifies a putative evidence-accumulation process in two parietal areas during decisions communicated using arm movements. This finding extends the previous findings made in LIP in eye movement contexts (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) to arm movement contexts. The finding that evidence accumulation is generally stronger in both areas during reach movements needs to be carefully investigated in the future, and in doing so, some of the above points need to be considered. Second, the study finds that MIP is strongly reach-specific during evidence accumulation. Along with other findings (Cui and Andersen, 2007; Kubanek and Snyder, 2015), this suggests that MIP (and its posterior part, PRR) specifically represents decisions concerned with where to reach. This finding supports the notion of an intentional representation of decisions in parietal cortex. In this framework, decisions run on circuits devoted to planning and execution of a specific action. This neural architecture may be useful to mediate fast and accurate decisions such as which item to reach for when faced with alternatives.
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